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special orchestra of
pieced has keen engaged far taa
occasion. Taa mam ben of tba
social eomittee ara patting their
personal ptodga aad guarantee
behind tba excellence of this
music. Aad taa news editor of
The Nava adda his, if it is worth
anything.
Rear in mind that any profits
from this dance will be aaad to
equip and It up an armory. An
armory would directly and iudir-ectl- y
benefit every one in Alamo- gordo. Your patronage of this
dance will therefore be advancÍ ing a matter of general com in I
nity interest.
jafMhe price on the tickets is
Hi. no. This advance over the
HLual amount it not increase the
profit, but is absolutely necessary to cover the increased cost
of special music.
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bride taimy at nine tkirtv o'clock.
A smatt uimpany of iavited
t, Mr Benaoa lives ia
Oafloa,
and will coat
Oat
with kit bride.
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HOIINY SHOPPING.
AM ewer the United Hato tU
cities holiday shopping began
earlier this year than before. The
result will be not ooly that shoppof good
ers will gat a better-clas- s
and better service, but the merchants will sell more goods and
the years witk smaller left-ove-r
stocks than ever before.
A national campaign for early
chopping has been carried oa for
the last two or three years, and
is evident that it has hold at
last of the mars of the people. It
is the best way to exercise the
Christmas spirit, for it means
more happiuess and less wear
and tear for everybody.

College Notes.

Last Wednesday night Prof.
Morgan returned from Teias.
He says we are having lovely
weather here compared with
Texaa.
He was at Abelene and Cisco
during most of his stay. All of
the school were glad to see him
back aad as he came upon the
rostrum Thursday morning the
entire school burst out in an applause that expressed the real
heart felt joy that was dominen t
although the work under the
other teachers progressed splendidly, yet the students do not
beleive that there is any ope
who can take the place of Mr.
Morgan.
Mr. Goesit left for Weed Monday wkera ha will spend the holiday at home.
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evening and every one went home
fully expecting to return and
luminar te brine some one back
with them.
Mr. Daugherty will go home,
the Sacramento Kiver

where he will spend Xmas.
IDE RLCAÍAR
The Aleasar is still gaining in
popularity by giving the best in
attraction that can ne procureu.
This weeks pictures are excep- tiouly fine.

DUO.

Leopold, King of Belgium.
died ia Brussels daring the latt
er part af laat week . Kiag Leo
pold was a very old
died following a severe and
geroos operation.
Much that was done in the
Gongo Free State, with this
monarch's sanction, and that pro-ha bit added substantially to his
bank account, was the subject of
no end of muck racking by the
progressive newspapers. Journals
and magazines. No doubt mnch
of this work was really reprehen
sible' and perhaps even inhuman
in cruelty ; but the man now is
dead, and this no tima to review
the matter
Presonallv he must have aa
admirable type of man. Many
loyal subjects held him in the
highest esteem aad reveal nee.
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HIGHROLLS

(Special Correspondence)

cently from Hansford Texaa baa
arrived to take charge of the
building operatims of the High- rolls Serelopment Company.

wbo haven't yet found out tl)ct the best way to do it, and the

A two story store room and shop
is now in course of erection the
machinery for which ia already
on the ground.
Carload of material has on ar
rived on nearly every train lately there are a number on the
road. It ia the intention to put
on a larga force of carpenters
about the first of taa year and
work will be pushed on the cott
ages, hotel, skating rink allays
etc. Two can of nine for the
water-work- s
and a ear of plumbing material is being ardered.
The aawer pipe will be manufact
ured on the ground from con

right place todo it in, is in this store; to

Hart Shaffner & Marx,
clothes-maker-

fortheir share

s,

making such clothes,

in

our prosperity; fori

perfectly tailored.

all-wo- ol,

Mgy you all live long or)d prosper.

Fine suits $20 to $4
This store Is the bom

G. J.

nr crete.

Overcoats $16.50 to $60

of Hart Schoffner

NEWS

Mr. Gregory an expect mecha
nic from Chicago and mora re-

business; to all the other men wbo lik;e to be well dressed, aod

Creates of all

Another bad passenger wreck
was perhapa narrowly averted on
the El Paso A Southwestern
Monday just a short distance
west of Alamogordo. A freight
train moving at a slow rate of
speed, found a broken rail. There
was no derailment on account of
the alow apeed of the train. If
one the limited, moving at
high spaed, had struck this broken rail many lives might have
been lost.

t

Marx

clothes

WOLFINGER

I

large force of men that
have been excavating the trench
The

for conduct for the power

com-

pany haa completed 5000 feet.
There is 8000 feet more to be
finished when work will commence on the pipe line.
Ten deg. above at 0 a. m. Mon
day morning is the record for
lowest temperative at Highrolls
for this year which is lower than

the average mininum.
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Styles in Hats

SCIENTIFIC

FARMING

CULTURE

Difficulty with Which
in' Semi-AriRegions Hat
to Contend Is Lack of Moist-

t

ure When Needed.
WuiltJ lie term dry 141 mm,; has
taken root so Arria that It seems tin
other, hanie will
rolablt' thttt
ever be applies to farming the lands
of the semi arid region without Irriga
tioo, yei'k is a term to which Mr
"the father of dry
il O. Campbell
farming'' strenuously
"It
objects
means nothing." ays he. "It stands
or nothing bin tarmlng in a dry conn
try and trusting to Providence for
results ." From this it must not be ini

iy
-

go out often .and Tr.hn feel a dressier
nrodel unnecessary, It Is a beautiful
lia
wear. Worn with
tor church
bright, dressy gowns. It will serve for
multitude of norial occasions. In
KM a hat of this character is very
useful and comes nearer to

The three hats illustrated here nr
MMhpmN from each
r
other
l'i M I tj ptl .il ot one of the three
r
of millinery 'he
ia
li.it,
semi dress " hat and
r
uaually
the utility" liat Milliners
hitini; i:sh these class. by the terms
It s
hat, trimmed hats and tail
!

i

'

.

ord

(rally

'.mts.

an example of the "drss"
I'is
liat, which we are all prone to call a
latt :n hat. It is a chamois colored
lelt MnH with marabout down and
cpa feathers; not nn extreme exitmpln of dainty ufid fragile millinery,
but too light and too elaborate for
or hnary wear The time when one
I; t had tr. do service for all occa
lona, U Ion past. This hat and Oth- íts of Us class are out of place for
general wear If one can only afford
single hat. shf must turn her face
resolutely away from this character of
millinery
A trimmed h&t which will be very
K- nerally
useful is shown In Fig. 2.
ft is of black corded silk trimmed with
very large bow made of black taffeta
silk, having the ends fringed out. The
ho is MUM with a large bunch of
black stlk violets at one side and the
hat is one of those becoming new
napes which turn up in the back and
N lifted. In a slight angle, from the
tirow. These silk hats come In all the
season's fashionable colors, so that
one's choice is not limited in the matter of color White hats with black
fa. ings (and tlie reverse) are made
up with black trimming Into models
nf great distinction. This hnt is a
good choice for women who do not
1
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PRINCESS COSTUME

answering all requirements, than any
"ther sort.
In Fig. 3, a tailored hat Is shown.
The shape Is nobby and mannish and
is covered with
plain
taffeta silk
blurred onto the frame. This and
similar shapes are shown covered with
the moire and corded silks which are
found on all kinds of millinery this
season. For these hats the trimming
is of the very simplest character. It
amoWtl to onl;- - a finish of some sort.
A band and flat bow of velvet, kid or
ribbon. Sometimes a buckle or other
ornament is used. A simple rainproof feather la not out of place, but
the best effects are those In which
feathers and flowers are conspicuous
by their absence. This Is the hat for
the tailor-madcostume for the street
and for traveling. In the estimation
of many people of excellent taste and
judgment, it is the sort of millinery
which should te worn at church.
It
is smart. Inconspicuous and well
made, like a tailored gown. Those
hats that are made of plain silk are
easier to keep from dust than the
shirred varieties. In passing it should
be remembered that hats must
be
dusted with very Loft blushes or
wiped off with a scrap of plush or velvet.. Nothing Is quite so good as a
pleca of silk plush for keeping mil
linery clean.
RUSSIAN CAFTAN MUCH

LIKED

Practical Fashion Has Been
Taken Up and Made a

Eagerly
Sea-eon- 's

Mode.
One of the newest and most practl- cal of fashions that are being adopted
is the Russian caftan, a coat-likgar- ment which Is similar to that worn by
e

i

,

Tolstoy, the great Russian author, in
pictures, with which we are familiar.
The coat has a round or square
neck, a slightly bloused bodice part
and a straight bottom edge that ends
Just above the knees.
It Is confined
at the waist line by a satin belt; or,
to make it more realistic, a silk cord.
The edges of the coat are bound
with satin: for winter garment, bands
of fur will be used.
The fastening is
of ornamental or perfectly plain buttons and satin cord or braided
This style may be developed to the
extreme, but in its simpler form la
more dignified.
The style promises to be a popular
one for smart fall and winter cos- fumes.
Frocks of woolen fabric, with
blouses of net and silk and a caftan
of the material trimmed with
satin in
a harmonizing tone. or. what is
safer
yet. black, will be In good
taste for
the well dressed woman.
New Type of Gown.

Pretty
gowns, railed
abroad casino gowns, are being worn
with but slight decolletage and
trans
parent guimpes of tulle or moussellne
The materials used on gowns of
this
type are embroideries, laces or crepe
de chines, for satin seems to be some-wha- t
passe.
Many of them
are
trimmed with deep stlk fringe and
as, the gulmpe Is always .collarless'
beautiful dog collars of Jeweled vol!
vet
t
are worn, so that the gown
miiy be becoming with a hat
Somehow a collarless gown
and a
pit ture hat are not always
a pretty
combination.
seml-evenln- g

ThLs

entume

Is In old

rose

cash-TOere-

;

the dress Is a
Prln
with panel back and front
stitched at each edge; two fiat pleats
xtenJ from the panel each side, and
ure fixed under a pointed tab of silk;
folds of silk aFe laid under the edge
of panel, and partlv fill in the round
neck, th3 over sleeves being bound
with the same. The small yoke Is of
silk mcnlln.
Materials required: Three yarda, 46
Inches wide, M yard silk.
semi-fittin-

cess,

Scant Skirts.
In aplte of the many rumors to the

contrary, the newest skirts still give
the scant effect about the feet. They
are. many of them, especially those
having the Hyzantlne yoke, made quite
full above the knees by means of side
plaits and in other ways, but about
the ankles they again become tight
fitting. This la done by the use of
weights In the hem. and also by the
absence of stiff petticoats, oftentimes
the soft satin lining of the skirt Itself being the only covering be!ow the
knees.
Home Gowns.

The marked departures In home
gowns are a short skirt and a collar-leeneck.
and
The
are not only allowed,
but commanded by fashion. If the
neck la covered at all by the after
ooon dreaa. It ia only by t rat. parent
fabrica that never rlae above the collar line Harper's ll&zur.

or-Je-

Tunics.
Curiously lovoly effects are gained
In little Informal evening
and afternoon gowns by the use of a
chiffon
draped tunic over a gown of a con
trastlng shade of satin, with a bit of
embroidery on the edge of the tunic
Some striking combinations are nan
turtlnm orange chiffon with touches
of gold over gray green satin; dark
gray chiffon with silver over light
blue and brilliant currant red chiffon
over deep pri:ne color, the embroidery
in bronze, goid and deep reds.
Correct Veils.
Taupe Is the leading shade In plain
tneah veils, and those made of a wiry
thread In the large, hexagonal type,
are unusually becoming to the
Another mesh veil, of finer
weave, Is covered with flat velvety
paatillea, square In ahape and scattered over the aurface at close later
vafe
ram-plexlo-

ferred that Mr. Campbell puts little
Mm. he does be-- .
rust In Providence
icve that faith without wnrk hi a
Oor erop flroducer
Not only does he
tetteve in work, but that work must
It omsr he performed
'm intelligent
it the right time, in the right way.
1th a full understanding of the reasons for every step Hence he prefers
:o call It scientific gaM culturp."
The dry farmer so called does not
farm without water, as some have
If he is a follower of
expressed it
:he Campbell system he uses as ranch
.cater as any farmer in humid regions
or even in irrigation districts.
He
plains
differs from the
farmer, from the irrigation farmer and
from the farmer in regions in which
the rain'all is abundant, simnly in
the particular that he has learned how
to make use of water. He has learned
e lesson that all othr farmers ought
to learn. If the irrigation farmer
would learn it, he would save the half
or
ot his expense for water and the reservoirs now constructed would suffice for two or three times
as much land as at present.
If the
farmer In humid regions would learn
'it his crops would be insured against
drought i which sometimes comes, even
in the most favorable places) and in
normal seasons his harvest would be
RIBCh greater. The principles of scientific soil
culture
are
universal.
Throughout the semi arid region they
must be applied or failure Is inevitable. In other regions they may be
neglected and a certain measure of
success yet be attained; but if they
were applied everywhere the rewards
of the farmer would be far greater.
The great difficulty witli which the
farmer in the semi-ariregion has to
contend is the lack of moisture at the
time his crops need it. The rainfall-ev- en
though it be but ten or twelve
'

I

hap-hazar-

three-fourth-

s

Inches

is sufficient if it would come
at the right time. Sometimes it does,
and then the farmer who follows the
traditional methods of humid regions
rejoices in good crops. More often
it does not, with the consequence of
crops ranging anywhere from fairly
good to total failures, depending upon
just how untimely the rains fall.
Under such conditions farming is a
hazardous speculation and the usual
fate of speculators is ruin. It is the
claim of the exponents of scientific
soil culture that the element of risk
can be almost entirely removed; that
no matter at what time the rains
come, their moisture can be stored
in the soil, where it will be available
for plant growth whenever needed,
so that prolonged drought need never

cause disaster.

POULTRY

RAIN

YMl

Does Not Ratee
Crops Without Water.

Qreat

LITTLE

fundamental lasas Ara the Storage
of Limited Rainfall in the Son
to Raise Ctops.

Farmer

Dry

WiTH

t

pfiif r p Tinnt-- v svn PkyetoM a.n.1
Field Baprrt. .v-Xnii i Ks-p- .
i Intent
Utatiun
Dry farming Is a term which ha

introduced In recent years to
e an agricultural method dl?
fei If from the. production of crops
by an abundance of rainfall and by
irrigation .This "farming with a limit
e'd rainfall, while haying become wide-lfew
known opl within t'.ie last
years. Is not a pew thing In New Men
leu. for In re, tain sections the Indians and Mexicana have practiced It
ter a long time especially with corn
i
The Indians usually
and beans
t the sandy lund at the mouths of
arroyos and thus take advantage of
sand
the natural mtflchlng of the
flood
and the irrigation from the
waters of the arroyos. The Mexfarmican name of it is temporal
ing, to distinguish it from farming by
irrigation. lry farming- crtbditlons
range from the conditions futiticl M
BBaaMI climates to those where the
rainfall is so small that only nn ocasional rop can be obtained. The
ti:ndan- n'al ideas of dry farming are
tin- storage of the limited rainfall in
the soil and MM growing of those
of crops which can mature with
It does
a minimum amount of water.
not at all imply the growing of crops
without water There are two prin-- i
I pal
cropping methods depending on
the amount of rain: that of growing
I crop every year and that of only
planting once in two years, saving
the moisture from the first to assist
the crop during the second season
n

design:

se-le-

c

!?

DRY

Gather eggs every day and when a
new nest is found keep those separate from the freshly gathered ones.
Have your buyer test them ard pay
what they are worth. This will not
lower the value of good eggs.
Keep out small and double yolked
eggs to use at home. The very small
eggs bring a lower price In the market and the objection to the double
yolked ones Is that they break easily
in shipping.
Two hundred and forty egg" hens
are scarce and probably always will
be. They produce but few that come
up to their standard. Sometimes the
fault is on the part of the male
Hatch ducks by Incubator or use a
chicken hen.
Keep a supply of copiaras water
where the fowls can obtain it
Keep down the weeds and grass,
where the smagJ chicks must go.
It is better to begin the
tltry
business in the fall than in the
ppring.
Ileginners should remember

j.

this.

Give the poultry
coat of whitewash.

houses a heavy
This is one of the
best treatments for lice and mites.
Orange boxes make excellent nesta.
They are cheap and can be burned up
if you are so neglectful as to allow
them to become louay.
One rooster Is sufficient for ten or
twelve hens or pullets.
Vegetables of some kind should be
fed the M)ultry the year 'round, cabbage, potatoes, beets, turnips etc.
Ash is the mineral portion of moat
feeding stuffs, and Is used largely In

HARD

WORK

There Is No Mystic Spell to Produce
DisPlant Life in Semi-Aritricts Labor Needed.
In high altitudes, with 12 to 14
inches precipitation utilized under alternate or biennial systems, every
top possible ot production under irritation is profitably grown without irrigation.
With precipitation of II to 24
inches, many farmers in high altitudes are cropping annually.
Then again, many farmers under all
of the above named conditions are
failing i ontinually.
Hankers fail when they refuse to
bank along legitimate lines.
Merchants tail when they attempt
to conduct their business without due
regard for the requirements of their
trade.
Farmers fail In every part of the
world and under the most favorable
conditions unless they endeavor to
educate themselves into the methods
necessary for their particular soil, climate ;ii1( markets.
Dry farming demands unceasing labor. There is no mystic spell to produce plant life in a semi-aridistrict.
The price of success is work work-w- ork
and the expenditure of energy
enough to meet the immediate requirements of each section of land and
each crop.
An
farmer should not
attempt dry farming, neither should a
man w ho is financially unable to purchase the necessary machinery and to
support himself while transforming
his farm from the time hardened prairie to a productive field.
i
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-- Wordsworth.

"Order le HeaUn'a First Law."
So many mothers find It very hard
lo teach children to be orderly, put
away their belongings and keep their
bevies neat "The way to begin Is at
the beginning." when they are old
enough to have playthings they should
to taught to put them away when
done with them. A child under tw
years can learn to do this. A th-gruw older the hablf'ki formed of hav
mg a place for everything and putting It there. The school books and
wrsps should never be allowed to be
We all know
dropped anywhere.
whut a saving of nerves and temper
a
hous hold means For
school
In the hurry of starting to
there is no time to hunt for mislaid
articles.
One mother is trtcg now to overcome some bad habits already formed
by inspecting the belongings of her
young hopefuls each day. If she finds
everything In order she leaves a small
piece of money on the dresser; If It Is
not there the aforesaid hopeful knows

durin; the enmpier. Few

people

i:

w

n

how valuable It Is in dyspepsia, catarrh.
ami as a general tome.
Many thousand poundsof thlirrt s.,
sed each year In. the famous t erra
remedy, reruns. This fact expl i ns why
everybody nsea Pernna for catarrh.
r.-i-

y

why.
It Isn't always easy to put a thing
away directly we arc done with It.
We want to do so many other things,
but how glad we are that we may be
able to put our hands upon our belongings in a hurry, only those know
who have tried both ways.
Years ago there was a story published of a young lady away at a
house party for a few weeks. In the
party was a young man who was very
much interested in this young woman
and had Bade up his mind to ask her
to share his salary and travel on his
pass, but he happened to pass her
room and looking In, saw such disorder nnd confusion that he changed his
mind about wanting her.
Whether
tme or not the moral is plain; He

orderly."

Seasonable Recipes.
Quinces make such a nice addition
to the winter's store that we would
not leave them out in the gathering
in.

ior.vour
breaih finer uei
for digestion
J

Easily

forestalle-

d, if not prevented

by

having all the walls

Alabastined during

vacation. All germs
killed when you use

Alabaine

The Sanitary Wall Coating

T IS cany in the world to Uve
after lie' world's opinion.
It Is easy In solitud- - to live after our
own; but the great man is h who In
the mtdst of the crowd keps with perfect sweetness the independence of ' solitude."
Knu-rson- .

AUhftvtl ne U vtrit able for use on pi altered
walla, wood cei ur.gt, brick or canvas.
an alabaster powder
AlabaaHn
ready to mi a with cold water and appir
with a wall bruab

Try it.

All dealers.

easy-going-

VARIED
Hen

NOTES.

FARMING--

M"KNM.,

USES

OF

THE

Produces One of the Most
licious Morsels to the Human Palate.

EGG
De-

The uses of the egg are varied. As
a food it is unexcelled
The Invalid

and the strong use the egg without
question as to Its high nutritive qualities, and It has never yet been successfully substituted or adulterated.
Kggs vary greatly In flavor and
quality. I'ndesirable flavors may be
detectad in the egg after feeding the
hens heavily on foods of strong or
high flavor. If fed in sufficient quantity, beef scrap will give an odor to
the egg. It is important that no beef
scraps should be fed except of good
quality. Onions will give an undesirable flavor in the egg. and If a sufficient quantity be eaten by the hen
the eggs will be unfit for use.
It has been shown that certain
foods affect the color of the egg; feeding alfalfa liberally will give yolks of
high color.
The size of the egg is Influenced by
factors under the control of the
Kggs from fowls having free
range where worms, insects and green
iood were obtained weighed moee
than eggs from similar hens kept in
small yards.
Kggs for the fancy market should
weigh not lesa than 22 ouncea per
dozen, with quality and color unobjectionable
The color of the shell Is
immaterial, though In some markets
the white shell egg and In others the
brown shell egg briaga the higher
price There Is no difference, how
ever. In quality between the brown
shell and the white shell egg.
poul-tryma- n

Call It Failure.
making bones, eggshells, etc.
!
western progreae openly
Enemies
of
The man who said the best poultry
men on the farms are women, knew claim that dry farming la and
must be a failure. Many who
what he was talking about
have given the matter no serious
thought oellevc from hearsay that
Demands of Dry Farming
the dry farmers must fall. Many dry
Dry farming demands the establish
farmers have failed but dry farming
ment of a natural reservoir In the never.
toll by the conservation of the limited
rainfall or other form of moisture
Limited Rainfall.
through methods by which waate and
Dry farming
Is farm opevaporation are prcented. In some eration under limited rainfall In
a
localities enough water can be conwhore Irrigation water cannot
served to crop annually In others be obtained or where the supply ut
two years rainfall should be reserved Irrigation water Is Inadequate to
for the crop.
iho requirements of the acreage.
dla-trtct-

Bread Notea.
Remove the loaves at once from the
pan when baked, and place in a circulation of air. When cold put into
a tin box or stone Jar and keep covered closely.
Never wrap bread In a cloth, as It
gives the bread an unpleasant taste.
Bread
jars should be washed,
scalded and sunned each time before
using, and oftener in summer.
All dry bread may be used In countless ways in cooking and a crumb
should never be wasted.
Bread may be brushed over with
milk to make the crust hard.
Keep bread closely covered and in
a warm place while rising.
If bread is ever overbaked and the
crust needs softening, sponge with
sugar and water and wrap closely for
a few minutes.
Rice with Chocolate Sauce.
Here Is rotnethtng that will be new
to many, and the combination is good.
Take one cupful of rice, add one
f
and
cupfuls of boiling water,
cook until the water U absorbed, then
f
add one and
cupfuls of milk,
f
teaspoonful of salt, one
of butter.
Chocolate Sauce Make a syrup of
one cupful of sugar and
of
a cupful of water. Poqr It over one
square of melted chocolate, add one
teaspoonful of butter and
h
of a teaspoonful of vanilla. Serve hot
Boiled

Simple Cold

A

one-hal-

(bias.

'red haa lb aecteel
tríalas
by

II

To Make Tough Steak Tender.
Lay the steak In a plate In which
three Ublespoonfuls of oil and one
and a half of vinegar have been
placed, turn often and let the meat lie
at leaat four hours, before broiling.
Keep a microscope In the kitchen
to examine dried fruits, cereals, etc
It will save much waste, aa
glance
will tell the condition, and anything
not good may be at once returned to
the grocer.
eat Reliah.
Take one quart of cabbage chopped
ne. one quart of boiled beets chopped
fine, two cupfuls of sugar, one
table
soonfui of aalt. one teaapoonful
of
pepper, one half teaspoonful of cayenne, oao cupful of grated horse radish, with vinegar to mix well,
ctn
cold.

Peach Sherbet.

Boll oao quart of water and two
cupfuls of sugar together, add one
quart of peach Juice, the juice of a
lemon and the
w hitos of
two egga. Freeze aa usual.
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Try This

FORCE OF HABIT.

The Steady Man.
We'd like to write a little rhyme
about the steady man, who keeps on
pegging all tbe time and does the
best he can; tbe ana who early goes
to work and doesn't get home till late;
nor ever try to shirk in order to be
great. There are some fellows who
will try to do their business tricks
and have a linger in the pie of city
politics; they try to put on lots of
style and play a heavy role, and in
a little bit o' while you find them In
a bole! I like the man of steady pace,
bla system I admire; he has no wild
desire to place more Irons in the fire!
Los Angeles Eipress.

In November.

AFTER

Thousands upon thousands of famines who hare not been regular estera of Quaker Oats will begin on the
first of November and eat Quaker
Oats once or twke every day for thirty
days of this month; the result In
good health and more strength and
mai every umn
i nr wintbemean
year will And them doing
month la
the same thing
Try It! Serré Quaker Oats plentifully and frequently for the thirty
days of November and leave off a
When Mrs Hennen, regarded aa a
amount of meat and greasy
medium by the spiritualists,
foods. You'll get more health, more
Cured by Lydia
took the floor and asked whether anyvigor and strength than you ever got
Compound
in thirty days of any other kind of
one waa present who had never reeating.
ceived a message pom the spirit
Tempera
Mutantur.
"Lydia E- Pink
Milwaukee, Wis,
White you are trying this eee that
world. Dr. Wu signified that he was
A certain young man, wlahlng to be barn's Vegetable Compound has mad
They
full share.
get
a
children
the
surh. The medium declared that she
me a wen woman,
will show the benefits even more very thrifty, quit eating meat. Frank
saw standing by the Chinese
minisand I would like to
quickly and surely than the adults. lln abstained from meat,' quoth he.
tell the whole world
ter's side a woman of his country with
Is packed in regular "and so will I."
Quaker
Oats
AM
Having satisfied two children
of it I suffered
and
packages
She
she
family
not
said
had
how
large
size
stop
to
consider
Hodge Hefty had a strenuous time site,
WASHINGTON.
But he didn't
"
fromfemaletroubto
the technique leen Riven their names, but described
tins.
hermetically
sealed
prices have gone up aince Franklin's
When he started he
and fearful painsin
nf flying machines
hon he Visited them to him and remarked that If dur- Mi his vacation.
last
the
especially
within
day,
200 pounds and
and
ipped
at
scales
the
my back. load the
Never Opened His Mouth.
Wilbur Wright ta CaSSRW Park. Md.. ing the evening the names were given
only weighed
few years. Tbe result was that when
he
when
returned
he
best doctors and
rays
unconscious
of
Infrequent
piled
ques-tlonhim
"Not
an1
with all sorts of
her by the spirit she would make them 14.
all decided
for about six
eaten
meat
he
hadn't
they
ImposDr. Wu Ting Fang, Chinese mln known to him.
humor Illumine the otherwise
had s turno
money to the
I
was
so
that
much
he
months
Dodge That was a drop. I suppose
my desk
Ister to the I'nlted States, turned his
in addition to my
While she save spirit messages Bis best girl gave him up OS the spot. sible stories that come to
good
and
became
be
bead
lost
his
that
from amateurs," says a reader for one
attention to spiritualism and took his names and descriptions of spirits to
female troubleana
one of tbe glided youth.
Uodge Not at all. She accepted
advised an operaof tbe magazines. Recently I chanced
first plunge Into the mysterlet of the arsons In the room Iir Wu watched
yesterday
of
Tbe outworn Ideals
tion. Lvdia E.
upon this choice bit:
He attended a meeting and listened with the keenest atten- him right off.
spirit world.
If
should be taken up very guardedly.
Dodge That's queer.
Vegetable Compound maae
the
Pinkham's
and
husband,
Orace.
"John,
of the Temple league of Spiritualists,
the
tion. To his companion another meHodge No; you see she Is a great wife, ate on together in silence. There at all Puck.
me a well woman and I have no more
where he was Informed by a medium dium gave a long "reading." Informing
bargain hunter and couldn't pass any
hackache I hone I can neip omen vj
111
feeling
between
was indubitably an
that half a dozen pirita hovered by Mr. Chang he waa going away shortly, thing
Rough on Rats, unbeatableeermlnator
n them what Lydia E. Pinkham'S
was
reduced.
that
them. The husband devoured a plate Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
bis side
Compound has done for
but would return.
Vegetable
of soup, half a fish, an entree or two, Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Liq'd, 25c. me."
From the time the "human InterroEmma Ixse, 833 First St,
Mrs.
Or. Wu retimed a few nlghta later
CURED ITCHING HUMOR.
a piece of roast beef, together with Rough on Pleas, Powder or Liquid. 24c.
gation mark." as Dr. Wu has become and had a "private sitting," during
"ag"
th
"
a sweet, without ever once opening
known here, entered the hall, accom- which he was told that the spirit of
Rough on Roaches. Pow'd.ISc , Liq'd. 2".c ggnds 0f grateful letters which re
panied by Wu Chang, an attache of William McKinley, martyred presl lis, Painful Swellings Broke and Did his mouth.' "
by
the
received
being
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c. constantly
Not Heal Suffered 3 Yearn,
the Chinese legation, and took a seat dent of the Cnlte states, urged him
c
8keeters.agreeab.etou.e.2.-Rough
on
Advice.
Judge's
Sarcastic
directly In front of the speaker's to use his efforts for peace. The
Tortures Yield to Cuticura.
Mr. Choate, having arrived at the E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.
ydm' E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Com- platform, he waa all open-eye- d
atten- spirit of the Chlneae envoymother
age," did not recognize it,
pound, made from roots and herbs,
tion. Notwithstanding his flowing pur- also talked to him.
The Reason Why.
"Little black swellings were scat- or did not wish to commence the use
actually does cure these obstinate dia- ple robes, the minister was not recog"Why is If I cannot see the spirits?"
"I wonder why men don t take more
0f women after all other means
nized by the half hundred attendants, was Dr. Wu's question. The medium's tered over my face and neck and they of glasses. In pleading a cause he
failed, and that every Such suf- would leave little black scars that had difficulty in seeing his notes, and lntereat in the primary!"
have
but waa he center of curiosity.
explanation has not been made public.
Possibly because it is a secondary erlng woman owes It to herself to ah
would Itch so I couldn't keep from in order properly to disclpher his manLarger swellings uscript kept holding his paper farther consideration." Baltimore American least give Lydia E Pinkham s Vegeta
scratching them.
ble Compound a inai oeiore su omitwould appear and my clothes would
and farther off. On one occasion this
every
to
ting to an operation, or giving up
man
helps
become
Nature
doctor,
a
went
to
I
stick to the sores.
so annoyed the judge that he at laat
of recovery.
hope
If
which
to
become.
he
desires
output was 56S, 144.042 and tie cost but the trouble only got worse.
that
By burst out with: "Mr. Choate, I would
Pinkham, st Lynn, Massy
firs.
assumes
no
put
Nature
forth
effort
he
was $397.76 a million.
this time It was all over my arms and advise you to get one of two things,
all sick women to writ
invites
nobody,
grants
and
he wishes to be a
Ten years ago the number of appli- the upper part of my body In swellings
for advice. She has raided
her
either a pair of tongs or a pair of his prayer. Elbert Hubbard.
cations for the stocking of rivers and as large as a dollar. It was so painthousands to health ana her
spectacles."
streams with fish of various kinds was ful that I could not bear to lia on my
advice is free
Pettlt's Eye Salve Restores.
less than 4, hum. During the last fiscal back. The second doctor stopped the
In Confidence.
Xo matter how badly the eyes mav be
year, the applications Increased to swellings, but when they broke the
"Do your cows give much milk?" diseased or injured. All druggiats or Hownearly 11,000 and the bureau respond- places would not heal. I bought a set queried the fair summer boarder.
ard Bros.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Mary T. Goldman's
by
planting fish in nearly that of the Cuticura Remedies and in less
ed
"Do they?" echoed the old farmer.
sbbbbbbbi
Hair Restorer
HVG ray
Even the old maid has something to
CRINO the last fiscal year more number of rivers, streams, lakes aud than a week some of the places were "Say, jlst atween yew an' me, they
restores original color IB
D fish and fish eggs were distributed ponds.
to
have
doesn't
id. bei'iihlul manses
She
thankful
for.
be
had
I
until
we
dlloot
nearly well. I continued
from 7 in 14 dare. Km.
much that
give so
raly different from
by the bureau of fisheries of the DeOf the entire amount planted, 9S used three sets, and now I am sound th' well water we sell tew th' campers worry about where her husband is at
else. It eSOMla
night.
partment of Commerce and Labor in per cent, was for market fisheries, and well. The disease lasted three with it." Chicago Daily News.
permanent. Does not
wwsn on nor iu; hiiuiiWashington than ever before In its only two per cent, being for the use years. O. L. Wilson, Puryear, Tenn.,
It's neither Micky nor
nr.! FÍ.. no sedl
Don't think Wrlgley's Spearmint
history. For the first time the total of sportsmen.
tkowsands of others h' e found
Shoes, Foot-Easwe
Feb. 8, 1908."
what
perltaeat
Ladies Can Wear
dihelps
It
only
whitens the teeth.
entleomb abso
safe and satisfactory, ror samolOne sise smaller after using Allen s
of fish and eggs distributed passed
In summing up the conditions for Potter Dm k Chan. Corp., Sola Praps,
7U-mnlatoly free, writ lo MAX Y I. 90LBMAH.
it makes gestion and perfumes the breath.
the antiseptic powder.
Bs sors to SaaajSa urif
Pnut.
Bldfl..
the three billion mark. The exact the fiscal year. Commissioner Bowers
tight or new shoes easy. Cures swollen,
eolor ol sou hair fall Has tdtlss tot sals by
leal
aching feet, ingrowing
number was 1,1 17,301,525.
has come face to face with the con United States Leads in Good Work. hot, sweating,
The bravery of some men is like
Always use It to Break in new
Last year the total amount of the tingency that in the near future tbe
In Germany there are 99 public san- - nails.
they haven't sense
Shoes. At all Druggists. 25c. Don't acQ. pt that of bulldogs;
package FREE by enough to be afraid of anything.
distribution was 2.S7 1,456,280, and al- Pacific coast may be called upon to atoria for adult consumptives with 10,- - any substitute. TrialS.01msted.LeRoy,N.r.
Allen
mail.
Address
though Commissioner George M. restock the Potomac,, river and Its 539 beds, besides 36 private sanatoria
It
Constipation eanses many serióos diseases
Bowers suggested early In the year tributaries with shad. Only a few with 2,15 beds. In 18 sanatoria for
Experienced.
la thoroughly cured by Doctor fierce s 1'teuaanl
years ago shad were taken from the children with tuberculosis there are
Non-Cothat he hoped to pass the three
(to recruit) I don't sup- Pelleta. On a bu&tlie. three for cathartic
37 beds, a total of less than 13,000
mark, small hope was entertained Potomac and planted in the Sacrapose you ever smelt powder, have
If we all had our own- way other
beds.
The United States has pro- you?
that be would be able to do it
now
they
more
mento river, where
are
people would quickly get out of it.
15,000
with
300
sanatoria
over
drug
In addition to the increased distribu- plentiful than on the Atlantic coast vided
Recruit Oh, yes. I was In a
Wipe it off your otherwise
tion, a careful estimate has shown
The commissioner is having pre beds, showing that this country is In store before I enlisted.
Lewis' Single Binder straight 5c cigar is
war.
made to satisfy the smoker.
that the cost of distribution has been pared maps showing the extent tc the lead in the
good looking face put on that
Much Time on the Road.
reduced to about $152 a million of fish which nets are planted along the Po France has only 12 sanatoria for adult
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When the bureau was established, fish as they attempt to reach their than
all other disease put together, and until the laat
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Ineurable.
be
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tew
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in 1904, the cost of distribution was spawning ground, that in spite of all many yean doctor, pronounced It a local dleeare and Gross (3.60B boxes) of Rough on Rats to
CASCA RETS Kc a box for a week
seller
treatment, all 'drngefsta- Bt
$403.51 a million, while in 1897, ihe the efforts of the bureau
to plant prescribed local remedie, and by etsnatantty falling end to tbe Panama Canal Zone, because it
a the world. Million boxea a snoatli.
IO Cure Wlin
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Haira Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney 25c, 75c- cure.
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FL.ATHER of the
came a dime.
.
.fay.' while they are cleaning house at able to realize that there are two sides
LIEUT. police gave away one of the Out"Any
more?" he asked", aSd Annie his club.
to a question.
secrets of ihe "third degree" when he shook her head.
- .
told Judge Aukan bow he extracted
The lieutenant gave the face a
known!
exercise
Wrlgley's Spearmint soothes better
Greatest health
about two dollars in small change pinch. Out came two quarters,
than a cigar costs leaa than a cigar.
Chew Wrlgley's Spearmint.
woman
a
colored
of
mouth
money.
massage,
from the
marked
Another
and
Oreat men do not drop out of the
who pretended that she bad a gum Annie disgorged five nickels.
Tbe man who has been down can
sky la evening dress.
boll.
More pinching, more money, until appreciate being hp la the world
Policemen Russell. Iooper and Har about $2 were la the lieutenant's
My bad made a raid ou a house pn hands. Telling about It In court As
O street southwest that waa thought sistant Corporation Counsel Pugh had
or, Is legal the nerve to say to Judge Aukum
to be a "speak-easy,terms, an unlicensed bar.
that the woman was forced to cough
The police sent into the house two up!
Annie and Oeorge Tubman were disor three people with marked coins.
When the raid waa made Oeorge Tub- - missed, and Charles Norman waa hold
r.y halrw. UtS "LA CMOLI" HAIR RESTORER. PRIOR, S .00,
Untfy, BrUxly,
Amis Tubman and Charles Nor for further examination.

Dr. Wu

Seda Light on Spirit World
first-clas-
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ADVERTISING

A

Mens All Wool Suits S20.00 REDUCED

Umi'vorrlw.
Ihi

Ii'uwli

ff

BATES.
tb following

Seginnlnr Auittiül 1.
IkTCMka eftVe
advertising ral
tlve In Thi Alamogordo New A bao
lutely no concesión M anone
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Cards

Try the with
Alamo'
News
that
Next Printing Order

During the coming two weeks, until Jan. let. this store will
offer unusual bargains in certain lines, In order to reduce
stock before annual inventory.

ai 4aV

N. m.

Esterad t the tKtirr)ir m
Urw Mciloi, fur lranmi-'- i
alia aa accoatf claiw manar

"SPECIAL CHRISTMAS BARGAINS

19

99

99

99

17.50
15.00

99

12.50

1

month.
Inch or leas space, fl
I'laln Display adverting. IS cenia
per single column ui.-each inaer
Display Ails aonulntng only a
tlon
iiia'-te- r
reasonable amount of price
20 cents per single Column Inch
each
DNplay Ais containing
large amount of figures and price
list matter. 25 cents per single column
inch each issue.
Locals or reading notices, One
Mo charge
Cent a word each Issue.
made by the line.
If locals are
wanted in black face type, doable
Figures
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers,
.'."
cents Minimum charge on dls
play advertising, 91 00.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of respect, obituaries and notlcei of
Churches and societies where an ad
mission fee Is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat papera In the territory.

99

$14.30

TO

99

99

99

99

12.75
10.75

99

8.75

99

In

One lot mens soft hats, different styles, at cost.
Still in stock a few of those DERBY HATS at the S1.50 closing

M- -t

iue

Letter Heads

Announcements
Circulars
Cards
Envelopes
Shipping Tags

Nott Heads
Bill Heads

Statements
Etc.

Etc.

Etc.

Fact

Every- -

out price.

GREAT BARGAINS in REMNANTS.

BOY'S CLOTHING.

$

hare this season made exceptional provision for the BoYS in
clothes, in all ages.
RUSSIAN BLOUSE and KNICKERBOCKERS for the small boys; long pant suits for the large boys
LARGE STOCK LATEST STYLES PANTS FoR BOY8 and MEN.
We

up-to-d- ate

G.

The old Reliable

J.

o

WOLFINGER.

We are able to please
tne Most Exacting
Feople anywhere.

oooooooooooooooo

That wicker rocker that you
havealways wanted is at Oliver's.

EDITORIAL.

As we go to press, we learn of
an accident in a mine at Tecolote
Our esteemed Contemporary. Three were killed and u numbes
Brother Byus, of the Otero injured. The accident was cauCounty
Advertiser, certainly sed by a premature explosion of
made a hit with every one last dynamite, we are toqd.
week with his big 12 page Christ
W.T, Wells and one other is
mas special. It was strictly up in the Railroad hospital here,
to date in every way and we are one dead at Bucks undertaking
as proud of it being an Alamo parlors, and two are buried at
product as if we had perpared it. Tecolote.
WE trust Brother Byus, that
you will live to get many such
issues of your paper out, and may
they all be creditable as this
Mrs. Frank Beach will sing at
ene, may each succeeding year
find your business so increased the Christian church
Sunday
Ho. 14
that you may well afford to add Evening "The Door of hope" is
Sack. Single Breasted.
all the latest in labor saving the theme of the selection.
Blunt Curneri, Length, S04 Incftea.
machines. We know that you
save faith in our County, because
Mr. George W. Williams a
desire to inform all our
jou are preparing for a large and prominent man of Silver City,
thnt we have now
increasing business, which you New Méx., baa moved his family
display
and exclusive
on
our
well deserve' and "heres hoping' to Alamogordo, and will make
Styles for Fail jnd Winter
that you will have business in it his permant home. Last Nov

lili.

w

Churcl) Notices

-KMHALMCP
AND Kt'NF.RAL
DIRECTOS
AND DEALk

A.

2

Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
John H. Murray Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:00
p. m.
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
All strangers will find a welcome at all of these services.
Young Mens Institute Friday
evenings, at the Club Rooms.

Presbyterian Church.
Sundav school 10 a. m
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :90
lou are invited to enme
again and bring your friends.

IN FUNERAL
SUPPLIES

fa

J. BUCK

ornee

PRONE
RO. 4.
RESIDENCE
PHONE
NO. .

UNDERTAKER

goxxxxxooooooooooooooooo

Hot Point Pacific

Ttirec-Botto- n

Baptist Church.
Regular services II a. m. and
3 :16 p. m. Sunday
at the First
baptist church.
The pastor will preach at both
services.
rw
Sunday School 9 :4ó a. m.
Prayer service every Wednesday 7:15 p. m.
abundance.
ember Mr. Williams purchased wear. This line consist 4 of many
The public is cordially invited
No cleaner, neater, paper, free
F. A. Hanson's property and it new and desirable fabrics; color- to attend all the
services.
from typhographical errors and is hoped
Strangers are specially invited.
that they will find ings and patterns most
veally a work of art in the print their new home a pleasant one.
rs line than this has ever been
Wi cm taki your orfer fir !
published in Alamogordo. The
M . . Church, Sooth.
dials ir Fitira Diliiiry
front cover page is one harmoni-u- s
Preaching
every Snnday Morn
blending of color, of thing
Be sure to see our line before ing and Evening
at the usual
f great interest to children at
purchasing your tailoring wants hours.
this time of the year. Tha ad- elsewhere.
Sunday school 9:46 a. m.
vtrtisments show a great deal of
Senior and Junior loacn.
The values are unapproachable
artistic skill in thair make np,
Sunday
Aftenaoon at mm hi aiJ
perfect
and
fit
and satisfaction is
LaaaaaPVaFaaaH
tWhsi
and much credit is due the hands I
00.
4
assured.
Prayer Service ever
and brains that formed them
HOLMES CLEANING WORKS day evening;.
Brother Byus and your fogce of
1 ou are invited to attonri &nw
a. C. cllis, sras.
able assistance, the News wishes
11
S 11
or an
01 uiese services.
you one an all that the coming
Cor. Pennsylvania Ave. A 9th St
Oso. H. Givas, Pastor.
tear will be most happy and
NOTICE TO MAS0US.
prosperous one.
'There will be a publielinstallfr
Christian Churoh.
uf officers of thrJK-arxittion
MEN
DUCHO
Snnday school 10 a. m.
Masonic bodie iuthe Masonic
Preaching 11 a. m. and 7 tfK)
How is it possible for a busiHall on Monday evening Dec. 27 p. m.
1909.
ness man to make his business a
Everybody welcome a t e r v
people
success unless he lata
All Masons and families are time.
Stacy S. Phillips, Pastor.
know that he is in business?
invited to attend. A special
invitation is extendedto all visThat means publicity. And how
is a man to gain that publicity
iting brothern and families.
Supper at close of installation
and thereby attain the success he
wants unless he advertises?
ceromome By order of worhf ul
Master W. W. Mann Sutz. Sac.
Mr. J. A. Frowein, a retired
remen to Lodge No 24 . A.F- and
Q u i n I i v e n Block .
capitalist from West Qaiacy, is
A. M.
spend
to
here
the winter with as,
Cuatoa Tallarlas la tatasl styles.
Chotea Paitaras always la alack.
He likes our climate and town
Wanes Dry Cleaning aod Repatrvery much. He thinks that the
HAND PAINTED
SO Vf ARB
iar according to latas aetaoas.
Goodi cuaraniaaa not ta shrink.
EXFENIENCg
test thing for our country is for
' Baa?
Baa
LadW Oooda a specialty . . .
the farmers to pat in pumping
Sat tanat fm art ssfnrai - TUm t
plants for irrigation. A small
This Beautiful China is proplant will take care of ten acres
duced in over one thousand siiaprg
1 wmmmmammmmm
in fruit very easily.
and designs; made for use and

Electric Iron.

WE

w.hi.

IK

labor-aarin-

g

Thirty Days Free Trial.

I. Jerzykowskl
Merchant Taller

8.

PraaMsat.

la MITIB.

I. a. aaasTBsae

flea

Established

1900

The First National Bank

CHINA.

Of Alamoftordo, N. M.

Alamo

home.

The surest proof of the intrinand high standard of
excellence of the exclusive designs of Pickard Hand Painted
China, is the fact that their idean
are eagerly sought by designera
of the best European factories.
"Pickard" in hand painted
china is
We are exclusive agents, and
carry a full display.
sic merit

a aBXaa aaal jaaanatlna
a
aaeartaia oar catatan fraa MaJMraa

aBJBJBS SSjSJaj

Mil

Ki'.KirKsr;
Ita mk,

for aaSEi&aauata.

aaal tnm.

Sckttttfk
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Hmmn.
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tawaai.

VanavS
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kmtif

Sanatorium
FOB

THI

TV BATH KMT OB

-

Pulmonary . Laryngeal

Tuberculosis,

plrat-ctas- s

CONDENSED STATEMENT
AT

Primary and Suitable Com.
Individual Cottages,

HenryS. Evans
,s

Cottage

Tort

nt

r

ON THE MARKET.

PICKARD

ornaments in every part ef th

t

IRON

ap-proa- al

i

-

EFFICIENT

at the handle, yet hottest apon the fee, with

greatest amount of heat directly in the point.
The patented stand attached to the heel of the tros a moat
conTcnient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidden in the folds of the work.
This
necessity may be osed by connecting to
any electric light socket. Let us dehrer aa iron to
700 on
The iron will cost yon nothing during the

W

a

MOST

THE
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Loaaa mmd III
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SOS.
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DIRECTORS

Cuisine.

Trained Nurses.
SMO

H. N.

CATE, M.

D.

nSSÍuí

ANI),KJJOí,,

ihn

8HEKRY,

J.

nK-HRNKY

M. WYATT,

ARMSTRONG,
8. KVANH.

We are not selling out at cost, but we can
save you from 15 to 35 cents on every
dollar you spend for XMAS GIFTS

SAVING
Mean

ANYTHING
Does ThisCHRISTMAS goods
ever displayed

To

You?

The finest line of
now being sold at the EVANS CHRISTMAS STORE.
Just compare our goods and prices with Others and the question
where to purchase will be answered.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelery, leather goods, Holiday stationery
Work and Zarapes, Navajo
Post card albums, mirrors, Mexican Drawn
'
Blankets, Indian Baskets; Souvenirs.

store, witl) an up

up-to-da- te

jewelery arjd HOLIDAY

to-da- te

COME IN AND
HENRY
EVERYTHI6
THE CHRISTMAS

SEE

Cor.

STORE.

I

s,

tai?t ill

-

ts

rs

ss

Iron Beds, Mattresses, Springs
H. W. Sehofield has returned
d "secondhand" for a song
stay
At
at
weeks
a
home after
Oliver's.
New, Mexico.
Fay-woo-

D. A Fribley, proprietor of
the Cash Meat Market, selects
and buys his own fat cattle and
Window Shades, Brass Exten- hogs and superintends his own
sion Rods, At Oliver's.
butchering. Write him if you
Holiof
have
fat cattle or hogs to sell.
display
Our Christmas
us
Give
Job printing at the News
day good just received.
.
call. W. E. Smith.
Mr. S. P. Pinchom and son
Be fore going any

farther, read

W. E. Warren's ad.

5EJ

0.

Peterson end
daughter!, Mím Willie and Freda
are going to El Paso Saturday
morning for week visit with
friends.

Lace Curtains cheap, very
CHEAP, At Oliver's- Free distribution of Christmas
Picture Books to the Children,
at the store of U. J. Wolfinger
Friday Dec. 34th.

Oar Christmas goods aro being
oponed up. Do not fail to see
them. W. E. Smith. Cor. of
9th and Mich. Ave.
Linoleum 00 cents per yard At

Oliver's.

Hi

Saturday evening Post and Ladies
House Journal he will win a
Shetland Pony. Boost him by

letting him deliver vou the next
eight copies of the Pnst and the
next two Journals. Tel. No 35-- . 2

Oth. andPENN. AVE.

Request.
Owning to rush of Holiday
trade our customers are requested
to kindly postpone redeeming
Job printing at The News.
our Cash Checks, when possia
was
Carpenter
Maude
ble, until after Xmas.
Miss
G. J. Wolfinger.
visitor in El Paso the first of the
week.
I expect to stick to the regular
A Beautiful Line of Rockers, jewelry line and will close ont all
side lines at cost, such as cut
At Oliver's.
glass, china, gold headed
Dr. Miller went to El Paso Tuessewing machines, leathday.
er shopping bags etc. O. G. Gady.
High class pictures at the AlBaby Chairs, "Chairs for the
Chi rest of the Babies" Rockers For the Babies,
azar
week.
At Oliver's.
Mrs. O. 8. Wilson, of Kokomo,
Have you mett he Sorority Girls?
We have, and say, well to tell Indiana is here visiting her
the truth we cannot express our- daughter Mrs. L. N- Jones. The
selves, Go to Evans Christmas first of the.year they expect to
go to Old Mexico, to join Mr.
Store and meet them.
Jones.
O. G. Cady is selling cut glas
What you want when you want
at cost is closing out all he has. it at Hughes Grocery.
If its something to eat. Get The Sorority girls are visiting
Evans, The Jeweler they are
it at Hughes Grocery.
(for sew- not staying, we are sure for such
Lady's
"good things" cannot stay there
ing) At Oliver's.
long.
J. A. Alexander from El Paso,
and
Portieres, Couch-coveis spending the Holidays with
Cheap,
CHEAP
Curtains
Lace
home folks.
vary CHEAP At Oliver's.
Gome in and see my new
V. E. Haggquist made a bnsi-neChristmas goods before buying
trip to El Paso Wednesday.
elsewhere. W. E. Smith.

L

Mrs.

If Max Ogden can double his
sale from now to Feb. 5 for the

JEWELERY

OCAL-TEM-S

Work-baske-

stocK- -

S. EVANS
IN

e

Wagons aad Baby Buggies, all
sises, At Oliver's.

in Alamogordo is

THIS Is the

and Queens-war- e
of ell MkH At Oliver's.
Ulass-war-

uwnsn

Get Your Rags, Art Squares,
and Carpets At Oliver's.

Cloudcroft Notes.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal H. Major's
son and daughter are at home
School was dismissed last Wed,
from school to spend the Christ until after holidays on account of
mas holidays. Miss Eadora is sickness.
attending Belmont College at
Mr. John Wiles of Alaska it
Nashvill, and Mitchell is enrollspending Christmas with
here
ed at Castle Heights, Lebanon.
Mrs. Has by.
Dr.
and
Nashville and Lebanon are only
thirty one miles apart. It is a Quite a crowd of young people
very pleasant arrangement to accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
which enables brother and sister Chas. McClure took a big sleigh
attend schools at so great a rid3 last Sunday afternoon.
distance from home and be near
Mr. T. M. West made a busi-

SOME SPECIAL PRICES

FOR

CHRISTMAS
BUYERS

each other.

what special bargains we are offering in some
of our lines of winter goods.
per ctot off on Children and Ladies Cloak
33
per
cent off on all Ladies and misses Skjrts
25
per
cent oft on alt mens and boys suits
25
$3.75 Mens Corduroy Pants only $3.00
-3

Mrs. Frank Wettstein of
ico City will leave Friday

Get your queensware at Oliv

lOostothe pound at Hughes ar's.
Grocery.

Albert Androgg for all
nice fresh meats.
of
forjmeats
kind
place
The popular
Ave.
Penn.
betwen 9th and 10 8ts
Anbregg's.
to
now days, seems de
See

Mex-

Un-glh- s.

be held here Friday
charming woman who has made ment will
Dec. 24, 1909. Every body
night
many friends in Alamogordo.
is invited to attend.
Dried fruits of all kinds of the
finest quality at Hughes grocery.
Give them a trial.

You will have to sec the
above goods to appreciate
Ti PRElii
we
are
making
the prices
Harry V. Shirts
not want to
Cameron,
the
arrived this morning for Christmas service at the Fresby
on them.
a visit with his parents and terian church next Sunday

m

You will

of

miss

Missouri

LET US

HELP YOU

Select your Xmas presents. We have a nice
line of ladies sweaters, fancy collars, combs.
scarfs, new fangled hair pins, BEST and largest
line of shoes in town.

brothers Victor and R. E. Shirts. morning nor the Hymndogg service at 7 ;0O P. M.
Christmas Fruits and Nuts Ala
Prof. E. W. Doran, brother of
mogordo Bargain store.
Rev. J. H. Doran, will deliver
See our Toys before baying one of his lectiores at the Prea-byt- e
Alamogordo Bargain store.
rian church during the
holidays.
Read the News.

NEW SHIPMENT of MENS
Latest style hats and shoes just in.

JASPER

FANCY NECKWEAR IN HOLIDAY

BOXES.

,

JH

erty of the

E.H.COX&CO

the

Subscribe for the Newa

46328

NO.

Percheron Stallion, black with star. Foaled May 14,
1906; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal
HI. This splendid horse is now the prop-

HADE WHERE EVERYBODY TRADES.

Mr. 8. M. Folsom, District
Nice fnrnishod room for rout
Ton can get a 42 piece Dinner
2.00 per week. For further par- Manager of New Mexico and
nicely decorated for 98.66 At
Set
ticulars see Mrs. P. T. Roscoe. Southern Colorado, for the North
Oliver!.
Corner of 8th and New York Ave. Western Mutal Life Insurance
Company, is in town.
Mrs. A. P. Jackson and child
The fine stock of Christmas
You will fiad all kinds of
ron of El Paso are visiting rela
candy
that Henry 8. Evany the
Queens-war- e
At Oliver's.
tives and friends here.
Jeweler has on display in bis
Mr. 8. W. Shepard who has store is one of the leading brand
A change of ad for Mr. Cox
this week. Do not fail to read it. been visiting in El Paso for the of En stern Manufacture, in the
past two or three weeks, return- last, it retails for 00 cents per
Ods, and ends of silverware go ed home Wednesday.
pound;
in Alamogordo: Mr
at cost at O. G. Cadys you should
pays
the freight and sells
Evans
the bar ESI ni be IS Comforts, Blankets, Pillows,
m .nri
00 cents per pound.
for
it
offering if you look you will buy. Sheets, and Mattresses At OlivNo other Candy equals it in
er's.
any way. One needs only to try
Beantifnl Cantor Tables, At
Oliver's.
Wol fingers Christmas stock is snd is convinced this Candy it
known as the Sorority Girls we
Kodaks, at all prices from 1.00 a dandy. See his ad in this issue
nave tried it and it is delicious.
News.
of

to 90.00 at Holland's.

trip to Alamogordo last

The Pleasant Hoar club met
after last Friday night at the home of
an enjoyable visit of serveral Misses Grace and Lou Painter.
weeks with Mrs. William H.
All present report a pleasant
Mrs. Wettstein plays a time.
capital hand at bridge, is a The
Christmas tree entertain
graceful dancer, and a thoroughly

Save your Gash cr)ecKs, tfyey
Mr. Martin Gooden, of Three Don of El Paso are here to spend are worth) soroettyng
Rivers, is visitiog friends is this the Holidays with home folks.

city.

ness

Thursday.

We know you'll be interested when you m
1-

No Alum
No lime PhoM hat ü

1BKTNKIBBS

PERCHERO

i

An etnet definition of a gentle
man has been tried many times.
sari h
w
nsirKntia
natar
V VI
U
VUVIH IJ
WISH nnii
yVl
!
SasHa
Mtiüfaciorv result Utile
had never heard of any of the
various definitions, bat she managed to throw a gleam of light on
the subject, albeit one touched
cynicism. The
word wat in the spelling lesson,
and I said :
"Sadie' what is a gentleman?"
"Please, ma'am," she answered, "a gentleman's a man yon
don't know very well,"
Woman'1 Home Companion for
October.

BREEDING

tSSOCMTKM

and will make the season at the barns ef the
Alamogordo Improvement
Company.
Terms:
020 to insure ; 010 cash aad (10 in 0 months.

I

V

with-uneenscio-

BJBJBMBJ

Feed Store
The Cash
stocked
It now
well

with)

Grain, Mill Feed, Flour, Meal,
Garden ard Field Seed
Our Prices will Interest you these
times. Goods first class. Satisfaction
we guarantee

Stepp&Murreir
Aft.
HttiMi Nw

York

od Michigan

Phono Tt

I

mmjr JHt rmu'

ALFALFA AS FORAGE

TriISt

Should Allow
Much Freedom

LOVer

Excels

Other Crops
Production and Vale.
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..r1h to tlH- - fu'nmr omr a billion
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By C. ARTHUR BECK
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PINCHOT ON CONSERVATION
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Jimmy Watt and the Tea Kettle.
Long, long ago. dear children, before we had any
t
railway
fares, or even any railways and people had to get rich quick In other
ways than turning the hose on railway stock there was a nice little boy
named .lames Vatt. But everyliody
called him "Jimmy" Watt. And one
evening Jimmy Watt was bitting bj
the kitchen w;ultlng 'for his supper,
which
of some boiled
agga.
His kind and loving mother
had put the eggs in the tea kettle to
boll. Jimmy sat and watched the
steam puff from the spout of tbe ten
kettle, and at last he slapped his hand
on bis knee and exclaimed:
"I could do It'"
"You could do what, Jimmy?"
two-cen-

bis mother.
"Given the proer receptacles for
the water and the proper arrangement
of grates and drafts beneath the receptacle, and the necessary apparatus'
for confining the steam, I can convert
the wasted power of that vapor into
working units. This I ran do by
means of the energy of heat, using
the expansive force of the vapor as
the medium.",
"Jimmy Watt, said his mother,
you. go. to Jj.al. i ll laaekl you
la make
fun of your own mother, because she
boll eglts in tie tea. keftle "
.
And Jfmnty Watt. "being at) obedient
lad. wont t bedbjt nevertheless the
engine grew from the
tea kettle.
However, we ilo not boll eggs 'in a
engine.

'

Barcaim Probably Wasted

One of the wittiest of Parisian! !s
a fr. hd's
.x at tha op. ra. vaj 1:
tenirg to 'Thais" or rather trying t
do so. for his hostess ta!'a"l (sjeaj
sant: and deadened the mus!. M
htr shrill voice. At tbe end of the
opera she invited him to the ntt

subscribers' night: "With Bissau i,"
replied he:
have never h ttti vo
In Faust.. "
Left Over.
Paaaaaai aped four, had al stays sn
allow (Hi to make small cake; out o!
tbe scraps of dough left f m th
mornings' baking, so one morD-.tiafter being sent to gather eaja sil
came running In with a very t!nr on.
and exclaimed. "Oh. mamma, see this
little egg. it must he tha'- t ths
dough the hen had left." th tita a'or.
-

Ricksha in an Automobile Rote.
W'hile a careless richsha CO il WM
going along the Nanking roa ag fatl
wrong side this morning a Iran 6W
collided with it. with the result that
of the richsha
the occupant
thrown out. the ricVasha bci::;
and one of the tram laiji
wmashed Shanghai Mercury.
I

(iint-ajrj-

A Good Thing About a Girl.
One good thing about a girl, froal I
man's standpoint at least, is hv i'j
doeen'f come around, aa soon a tit
begins, to eax long skirts, aeklof her

father questions that he can

t answer

being embarrassed.

without

The New KipUng
a
J'Actlpns and .Eeactions." t'.e re
W
folume of Kipling just publish,
fl
Itout.ii dav. Pace A Company.
perhaf "inore Inelualrely thin tnf
ether volume of his short stoic ths
A"
varied phases of his genius
atonitntionnfori-cd- "
is the itorf 4
An American bnelnees man who, vi0tt
i

"down in his

thirties,

on'.

ha

:

for his haltb. and ftnds. wi'h hist
wife, a place Jn England for hippl-ne"(arm" Is the
and activity,
story ef a man'who so loved his d
.
.that he gave him away as a
for btf own good behaviour. "The
,
Mother Hive" is an allegoric! itaflfi
'A Joy Ctilnj.
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'
ata ill
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What thn.larh
publisrfed
serlafly
aa "Melissa."
r..
.sintha.io ran
And liaav ( re. pa In across
Malt'' has. to perfecNight
"JrVlto
skies?
tbe
We may ha- - haunt-- , aft. r II
bin-rThe time draws near for pumpkin pleat tion. Klptlog'a atmosphere of ma.
"A Deal in Cotton" Is an Itll
Made a Mft
tale wherein Strickland and St.
"Yes." says tho. man with the disreappear. "The Puzzler " tell
turbed whiskers. "Senator llorem's how Jr..
tho
Colonial dignitary iaB
address was a long one, but be siaoke pllshea nothing
of his miasion to tbs
one sentence that evoked more apCountry
Mother
until he gives up tryplause thnp any other
beard."
ing
accidentally
Joins In with s
and
"Some patriotic sentiment, I preare chasing
group
who
statesmen
of
sume?" asks the man with the unfln
runaway
nionkrr
organ
an
grinder's
isfled hair
"Tb House Surgeon" Is a story of
"No. It waa when he saM.
And myatery.
now, my hearers, I have but one
word
to say ln conclusion.'
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Made It gentler, have

your asks

tha Interviewer.
"Yea. After Jumping on an opponent, the rule now is to beg bis pardon."
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WOULD HAVE
BEEN DEAD
Say

Tempie Clark, of Paft,--H- ad
It Not Been Far Clf4a,
Now in Good

HeakL

Pops
"As the result of a
fall from a horse, I suffered intense
agony for about 4 years," write Mrs.
Temple Clark, of thin place, "t waa
irregular and had falling feeling and
other womanly trouble. At last J wa
Induced to take Cardul. the woman
tonic, and it helped me a grest'deal.
I certainly believe if It had not been
for Cardul and Thedford's
I would have been dea"., instead of having the blessing of héalth.
"I love a dollar, but I have never
seen one I think a much of a I Bo ot
a bottle of Cardul. I could tell a great
deal more and not get tired. I redom..
-t
mend it to an my mends, ror !
"
sure it will cure others as It has
Remember that Cardul is a
table extract, composed of valut
medicinal Ingredients, which build, up
vitality, tone up the nerves and
strengthen the womanly constitution.
For over 50 year. Cardul has been
In successful use. Its merit is proven
and known. Using it is no new experiment It has stood the greatest ot
all tests the test of TIME.
NOTK The Cardal Ho sue Tríalas
for Uusfj, coártate uf I axdal 101 .
Thrdfurd'. BlawaeDraaskt (SB), or
Velvo (gee), tor ta liver, aad Cardal
Amuralle I Se. Taeae remedies mar
be takca singly, by t aeatael vra, If
or three tacetker, aa a earn aleta
Itntat at for saan'i Ilia. nte tat
Ladies' Agilasry Dept., CfcJttaan
Mediéis Co.. Cbeltaisaga, Tena-- , far
bash.
aerial Iaatraetloaa. aaO
"Home Vrratmrnt far Wc mra." seat ga
T'-n-

Black-Draugh-
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long-burie-
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make rtntass
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lien aew. All

re. or.'
The rule of thr" is
by (he iimii
bo lit" with his mother-- '
Ir. hrw, hw wife and bis first baby

7lJGTcV

I

hvi tiie

I

Welt for
hltef fine way or
other much hss bee., , .i.i hut this is
the trie story f i doubting Thorns'."
who stopped stomas' ai.rt
to
think, following
singular hw ident
w.ilrii be will probably remember
he end of his life
Thst the ' slngu
lar In. i len" Tente ft jr tallwi off to
ronrlmlon has no'hlng
i sto commonplace
do with the main s'ory.
florae two yesr or more sou 8 It
Caldwell of Padticsh died, well loved
by the entire community.
His tall,
spare form and Ion
had
hite
been familiar sights In the Kentucky
city and were missed accordingly.
Quite recently
ll. Caldwell. Jr.
a son of the Kent uck tan. purchased a
and a new roll of tllms to gr.it-ita
ambition to take
photographs "ail by himself "
A
summer house Is a
which he thought worthy enough feature of Caldwell s buck lawn, and
therein he gathered his children, folThe light wasn't gnod on the lowing his purchase, to take their picafternoon In mind and all that on
tures. The photograph was taken on
pilgrim muid make out of a book's the first of a roll of : films. Just
title, abose which waa written purchased as new from a neighboring
Waahlngton'a
nam, was the druggist. Furthermore. Caldwell Is a
good photographer for an amateur and
made no mistakes in developing his
films later, but when. In the ghastly
glare of a shaded lamp In the dark
room, he scrutinized the result of his
morning's work he saw something in
(he picture which made him start
back in horror.
Grouped about the little house on
the lawn were his children and beside
them their old colored "mammy." but
taring at him from beneath the white
skirt of one of hid little girls was an
unmistakable likeness of his dead and
father.
Recently a friend of Caldwell visited Chicago and brought with him a

XTaL
Vl
the novel
of "Ivanboe." laaac the
Jew tells the knight that
he knows It ia the custom
of the Christians to put on
pilgrims" garb and to walk
barefooted for miles to
worship dead men's bones.
There Is something of a
sneer in Isaac's tone and
Ivanhoc rebukea him with
a truly heroic. "Blasphem
er, cease!" I don't know how many
thousands of Americans pi yearly to
Mount Vernon to pay a visit to the repository of a dead man's bones, but
the number la something enormous.
If George Waahineton never bad
lived at Mount Vernon, never bad visited there, never had died there, and
; "
ill (ft
fiHH
had been buried in the antipodes there
5iowSaWAWsgsa?BWda7av'
MpBjJii
HI sil lis
anawSBwasns
would be excuse enough for the visita
to the place of seventy times seven
the number of the pilgrima who go
yearly down the Patomac to stand on
the towering hill and to look off down
the valley.
It Is with an utter shame that it
ia confessed that after four years'
residence in Washington one man
American born and with some lurking pride of patriotism in his make-up never until recently went to the
Tht
word "Sentimental."
place where the father of his coun'
wonder waa, and the pool
IS aa
try and the exponent of the American
light waa responsible for It remainschool teacher'
ideal of truth Ilea
í ESHy&ar
ing a wonder, if the father of hia
3gasV
burled.
.dssaWaMaflwagsast
BcBBBVwU9V
country had not In his quiet hour
Mount Vernon Is the ultimate obbeen reading "A Sentimental Jour
ject of the voyage down the Potomao.
ney."
If the gentle Martha had
paddle-wheevery
objects
are
other
There
peeped Into the pages and had re
angas!
aPwaWIa
iJgt
stroke of the way. for the hills
proved George because of what she
on either side are trills of rare beauty
saw there one can imagine his ready
crowned with trees that aaw the revanswer that the book was written by
fall
in
wearolution and that
are
the
a holy priest of her own chosen
ing the raiment which belongs to the
church.
,
kings of the forest
The man with the megaphone on
On the boat going down there was
the Washington "rubberneck" wagI í I Eí..
!i
SbMbmI
VHHBflSMBfll
i Ira
a young German gentleman, who had
on tells his sudienoa of passengers
BHaáJa4LÍ2BBBUKCE3BiZZd
'HdOTI
married an American wife. He waa
as they roll by the Metropolitan club
much more Interested In the beauty
house: "This is the club of the nobs."
of the Potomac's banks and in the
In another' minute, as the big sighthistory of the country beyond the
seeing bus passes another clubhouse
banks and In the. life history of
the megaphone man aays: "And thl
George Washington than was she.
,
is the clnb of the cranks."
The German asked his American wife
"The club of the crank," as this la
If George Washington was born at
formation howler calls It, Is.Jlhe CosMount Vernon. She answered that
mos club,,; and a most interesting orhe was; which he wasn't, not by
ganization it is. Its membership is commany miles. Me asked her many
posed of scientists, some physiciana
other questions, to each and every
and , clergymen, a few lawyers snd
one of which, bnt with unerring Inaccuracy aha ton. The body was removed from the base of
two or three newspaper men. The scientists are
made answers. This was a traveled American
the oak about 75 years ago. It never should have In the grest majority.
girl. There is a fairly
belief that been removed.
It coat a pretty penny to Join the Metropolitan
aha met and captivated her German husband
It is said that Washington selected the place
clnb
and to pay the dues and to Uve the life of
while she was doing Earope In an automobile or where bis body now lies and left Instructions .
The Initiation tee at the Cosmo
organization.
the
waa rhapsodizing on the Rhine.
thst one day the change of sepulcher should be dub" 1 rather snmll. and the due .are Tight, bul
likely.
Some day, perhaps vedy
In fact -s- he
made. The oak which guarded the first grave
there-arscores ) members of the Metropolitan
will go back to her husband's land and will
must have been standing ft r three oenturtes.
club, "the club of the nobs." woo willingly would
listen to his telling of his American trip, and in The view from the place is Inspiring enough to pay twice or thrice the .MetropolltatoTI. initiation
the enthusiasm of the nature which ha mad
enkindle the eyes of a dead men. The' view from fee and the Metropolitan's dues if the expenditure
manifest on the Potomac be will tell the "histhe new tomb is fine In Its way. but it is as nothcould gain them admUsion to the club where the
toric truth" concerning George Washington
ing to the grand sweep of river, hilltops snd for"cranks" foregather.
which he learned from hi American wife.
ests which moves before the eye from the place
Every Monday night Is caUed "social night" at
It may be that some of the Germans who where Washington slept tor 30 years.
the Cosmos clnb. Of course the clubhouse Is open
Hundred of .visitors go to Mount Vernon at all times, but on Monday evening the members
know something of the Ufa of the American general who was the friend and fallow soldier ot dally. They peer Into the tomb and then
make a special effort to be present snd there Is
straightway go to the bona. There la an Interfltauben will come to think, a soma American
always a large gathering in the great, sweeping
est, of course, which must attach to any of the rooms
have come to think before thl, that a little
of tbs house where once lived Dolly
belongings of Washington, but It seems to be a
American history might be included In the course
legitímete
regret
average
matter
of
of
the
thousands
that
American girl, ana that
of study of tb
They don't intrude "shop" upon you In the
who go to Mount Vernon the interest In the mirnot a dollar should be spent on her passage
ror which Washington used when he shaved snd Cosmos club. The members are a genial body ot
money to Europe until she know without (topta the spoon with which he ate his porridge. If men and they have many guests from all parts of
ping to think whether It waa George Washington
or Abraham Lincoln who crossed the Delaware, he ate porridge, la far greater than In the forest the world. They fled out what the guest likes to
tree under which he walked and In the garden talk, about and then some one who knows the suband who. something later, forced the surrender
of Cornwallls at Yorktown. This may seem to whose hedges of formal cat were planted with ject Is promptly Introduced to him. There are tew
world subjects upon which you cannot get aa
he a matter that I beside the mark, but. while hfs own band.
expert opinion In the Cosmos club.
Indoors at Mount Vernon everything Is dead;
the listener had none too thorough a knowledge
sf American history, there were some things outdoors everything is alive. The forest sad
The members, of course, hsve their hobbles
said on the boat plying down the Potomao that garden are Instinct with Washington; the conla one corner of a room there
and they ride that
hool-botents of the boose are aa dust
If they bad been said by an eighth grade
will be an astronomical group, and there will be
ought to bare brought him a flogging
There Is a real Interest, however. In the another corner with a fish group and another corwith. It
Mount Vernon has been written about by library of the old home. Ia the mala the books ner with a bird group any another
pretty nearly everybody who has seen the place.
are simply coplee of those which were oa the may be. a mushroom group. It last all science,
It hasn't fallen to the lot of everybody to see It shelvee ia Waahlngton'a time. The origínala, aa however. In the Cosmos club. The masar, m play
hav a One
billiards and pool and bridge, snd S
I understand It. are la several libraries of the
ia the fall. It ia a noble place, a fitting resting
ground for the first American.
country.
There are two originals, however, time of it generally and at no great exnenao, tor
which are open at the title page, so that If the It Is one of the hard facta of earth that mea deIt seldom falls to man's lot to see such helight be good, one may read Washington' name voted to el saps hav little money. Lemming
roic trees. There Is a giant oak which stands
i t taring high fay la the market
sentinel ever the first burial place of Washing- - written in his own hand and tb title of the book
lASHINOTON

ghosts?
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t
tew Something in the Picture
That Made Him Start with Horror.

He

from the original film, with the
intention of presenting it to some society for psychic research, but in the
meantime Caldwell had been doing
son Investigation of his own.
The rest is told in a letter received
from Caldwell by hi friend in Chicago, . which is substantially as fo-

print

llow:

You may as well for
which you have in
your possession. I fuess the Joke Is
mi aw) ; although I hardly feel like

"Dear Will:

get that picture

joglng over the matter. 8lnce your
departure for Chicago the true facts
in he cast. r t least what I have
every reason to believe are the true
facte, have come to light.
'
"Tou will remember the day I
of
Alms
the
roll
bosjght the kodak and
It baa since occurred to me that on
that occasion 1 slopped In at James
Husband's office on the way home
old Jim Husbands, you know and
that I left the room for a morn eat or
two, leaving the kodak on the table.
I have since learned that several Juvenile friend of Jim- - entered the
room during my absence and. In all
probability. Investigated the kodak
At any rate, when looked at In a cer
tain light one can see that the picture
g really that of Jim Husband, who
no doubt, all unwittingly, bad his photograph taken by one of the young
villain who have given me thl ccare
by their pranks.
"I have not discovered the boys, but
nm satisfied In my own mind that this
la the explanation of it all, but, Will. It
does seem strange, doesn't It? that
picture la really a better picture of
my dead father than it is of Jim
1 om satisfied, though, that It
Is merely another case of two ex
noure on one film, and am Inclined
tb let the matter drop. Would eng.
(sat. as I have stated, that you forget
It also. Whatever it is. I doubt If investigation would pay. What do you
Hus-land- ?

thlnkr

An aching back is instantly
relieved by an application of
Sloan's Liniment
This liniment takes the place
of massage and is better than
sticky plasters. It penetrates
without rubbing through
the skin and muscular tissue
right to the bone, quickens the
blood, relieves congestion, and
gives permanent as well as
temporary relief.
Here's the Proof.
Mr. Jambs C. Lie, of 110 9th St.,
B E., Washington. D.C. . wrttm : 'Tblrt
years ago I Isll (rum a scaffold sad
injured my back. I saffcrad tarrl-bl- y
at timet ; from las small of ay back

ssrt-oos- ly

all round my stomach w..j Just as If I
bad Data bsstra with a elab. I usad
tstt Blatter 1 on old eat with ao relief.
Sloan LiiBimeoi loos om ama rislit
as, and I ran now do sa much lander
work as wn; man In the shop, thanks to

Sloan's

Liniment
Mr. J. T. gTsjrs, of Wt. Airy, Os ,
ssyt: "Aftar being amir tad for tbraa
tsars with rheumatism, I osad Sloan's
Liniment, and was cured sonad aad
wall, sag am glad to say I haven't base
troakkat with rueamailam tlnce. Mr
from my hip to
lag was badly tw.II-BS) woe
my ksse. lm- - hair a
n

pal sad iwalfl ng

oat."

Sloan's Liniment
has no equal as a
remedy for Rheumatism, Neuralgia
or any pain or
stiffness in the
muscles or joints.
rMcse,tt ,0c tad 1 1.80
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CÜLL LUI
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AT COSTI

pr M.

Vie

quantity of tas lamber on aaad aed
of aw, so art ofcrieg it at this low
quick
disposal
a
make
wtsa to
ntf
We also carry ia stock
fort.
per
of
thousand
fries tl2.no
All
aev

W

Teliet

fceaiHaF

oí the Better Grade of Lumber,
and handle Lath and Lime ate. Gire na a call.
A Qm t rsi Lino

efto
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oseta

LI MBS BUI a

BINT : Two ÉNsMfc
m ie f tm sWdssai e 4
ing. second loar. Apply

TO

.

HUSH

LOeT-Lo- diee

to Mows olftoo end receive

BlngSt BeeR Orielee
OLD

Five

veying a specially. Mops aat
Prists made to

PAFERB-F- or

Solo. Blue

B. Warren and

Druggists.

3rd

Ifi 14 tent for sale cheap, fur
nisbed or an furnished Apply to
eUt.f.
Allen Pierre.

O. D. WARNOCK & CO.
Cost yon nn more to have your work done right, jour mater- ...
....
- - - ...L
1M
:l- - csrci ..II..
wno Will
ill i. irin ir'i, mail m rmynj wniir nincr
h
finish,
from
and then succeed only in
have to wat
start la
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim to kim how. Our experience of nearly

ENGRAVED CARDS We are
prepared to take orders for engraved visiting cords and eon
furnish same at very low prices,
quality considered. Samples can
l e seen at the Niws office.

.

thirty years

is

I

and Builders

I

L.

1

at your service.

Office and shop

DC

Prssrtstsr sf the

City Livery and Transfer
Good ngs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. OtBce up town just East of News office

Residence Phone 170

Phone

NBAL'S
oldest and best Known botel in
Under the new management
the rates have beer) educed to $2.00 a day
and the service has been improved.
Ala-n)ogord-

o.

oooo

giver) to familiesjand
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal
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SANATORJViH
NEWS
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Alamogordo Sanatorium, own-s- d
and conducted by the local
lodge of I. O. O. F. has already
begun to make history under the
Every step
new management.
that is being made is forward"
and in accord with sound business principles. Flans for a gen
eral campaign of publicity are

still being rapidly carried foradvertising
ward. Nowadays
is absolutely necessary to launch
or successfully conduct any big
enterprise. A sanatorium, even
though its o bjects and purposes
be benevolent, is no exception.
Stock in the company is being
sold in Alamogordo. All insti
tution. Every dollar spent in advertising this sanatorium will
bring results to Alamogordo,
not indirectly, but d irectly, because the copy used will describe
Alamogordo as well as the sana
torium. A one inch ad to be used twice a week in the classitied

at rapidly as sufficient funds
A new illustrated
secured.
sre
Itooklet descriptive of Alamogordo, as well as the sanatorium, is
La Luz.
now in perparatinr.Mr. Clements
will soon leave nn an extended
F K SALE or Exchange, Relintrip to sell stock, solicit patients
and advertise the institution quishment on two quarter sections two miles south of town on
generally.
The institution has received main road, fenced and about 25
seven new patients since Dr. acres in cultivation. Also one
Saltzgaber took charge as resid- two story 7 room house on New
Also one fine
ent manager and physician in York avenue.
place
home
on
avenue,
Florida
been
charge. The rates have
door
will
south of 8th street,
third
raised to a figure which
nal s

warrant suplying the patients
with the kind of food essential
and with the treatment and attention required to make arrests
and cures. The rates ara not excessive or exhorbitant. On the
contrary, they are as low as is
consistent with business principles. To make lower rates would
soon bring the institution into
insolvency.
Drs. Gilbert and

Just What
You Want

3

1

fronting the east, lot lOOxl&O
feet, about 75 bearing fruit trees.
See G. W. Ransom, or A. F.
Menger.
49t. f.

A

PLAT showing
the location of your home, and

FOR

SALE-Horse-

KitéÉpsUssfesm.s&w
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Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

A Regular Dinner for

35c

I

Bill

Hi.
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LOST: cancelled mortgage and
j"JR. J. R. GILBERT,
note on H. P. 0 Property be
tween Citizens bank and Court
0lc, OpMmln la tka Gilbert
House. Fiuder olease return to W
PmtmUX illMfwt. ft
W . Talbott in care of the Citizens
Natl. Bank.
Wkmmautmm
K
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TO THE

FARMERS OF OTERO

Examinations and reports

COUMTY.

If you want to keep up the
good work started, our exhibit
in the Chamber of Commerce at
El Paso needs replenishing every
once and a while and anything
you may have that is extra good
just send to the Business Men
Club at Alamogordo and it will
be sent to El Paso without ex
pense to you.

References exchanged.
. . .
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W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AMD BDBGsWS.
Telephone Ho. 80.

JR. J.

G. HOLMES.

A oat of nice chaire is not o bad
gift for Xmaa, at Oliver's
Moke Your Final Proofs Before

F.

J.

BUSH.

J Oft

but ot Thm Nawi
i. Q. Qraat,

Office

PASO,

TtXAl

(Brasiai atoa)
7c $1 m6 I1.SO

FIT

QUICKLY EXECUTED

H. MAJOR,

EL

everything brand new.

and

NEATLY

Span of good young
Mares both in foal.
Will Sale
cheap. D. M. McMaster. Six
Miles west of town.

Hotel Zeigcr

This hotel has opened for business with

or Alas

FOR SALE

iih

Now Open for Business

JOB PRINTING

Saltzgaber

Office

IN

Feed&LiYergStafiie

rubber

and

United SUtes Commissioner
Alamogordo, N. M.

J. C. JONES. Prop.

The best equipped Cale in Alamogordo.
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BARRINCER'S

tired buggy.

NOTICE

your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the
county.

Phone

Tentb St.

FOR SALE Good Surrey and
Double harness. See A. F. Menger gHERRY ft SHERRY

Subscribefof the News.

TOWNSHIP

Notary Public

Dr R. H. Gudger

and Mr. Clements are not the
only ones who are responsible
for the success of this undertakiads of the Chicago Record-Heralng;, but they are the ones who
has already been forwarded.
have been most actively engaged
Additional ad copy will be forin the work.
Credit without
warded to other news papers and
stinting is certainly due to these
high class magazines and jour
three.
d,

r

Menger

A. F.

FOR 8A LE. two good milk Cows.
Fine Camping GroondBB
Team Horses, and hornets.
unner
cover.
Fox
Buggy and Single horness.
New.
Typewriter practically
Horses work single or Double.
Address, J. E. Orr.
Pennsylvania Ave . Alamogordo

half a block South of Alamogordo Hotel.

J. Q. GRANT,

i

cents a boodle.
Vows.

oVor

lo

r?

re- -

KINK PRINTING The How
has the boat looinptd job printing department in this part of
Now Mexico. Rush Jobs Hashed.

Con tractor

TwtJtiaia

deal ia Post

Chelee Ohermet bodge
Wee,
Tie
Nat Plea,
ilnke.

W.

NcRae Lumber Company

cussm

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and mining men. CHAS. ZEIGER,Prop.

)R
On

M.

10NI

HULMTT.

TMta Ol Of flM ta Cauri

R. a

a

GUDGER,

a. a

ornea ovan wAi!rs nana btork.
Isoxoaeaol

D R.

.

.

rimn.

-

JAB VIH,

titlst

once ovar first MsUoaal Baak.

rasas ti.

ALAMOOORDO.

I.

.

M.

See W.
Smith for hargins in
second hand furniture
woek.Cor. 9th. nod Mich . Ave.

thii

